
Introduction1.

Goals, motivation, sample problems, computer architecture, language classification

Also: filling-in some gaps in math (e.g. recursion) and physics (e.g. Brownian motion) 

Intro to C2.

Control blocks, flowcharts, declarations, functions

Variables and their representation3.

Hopefully today: 

Accuracy and precision4.

Numerical instability5.

MSYS2 - http://feaforall.com/install-c-language-gcc-compiler-windows/
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Intro to C2.

First code in C:

                                       // everything after "//" is just a comment.

                                       // Don't worry about the text here in blue, it's just protocol.

#include <stdio.h>     // Necessary: include standard input/output, for printf below.

                                       // Empty lines don't mean anything.

                        // You don't need to keep indentation. 

// But if you don't, your code will be ugly.

int main(void) {                       // Standard syntax: we define a function called main. 

                                       // A block of code starts with "{" and ends with "}".

                                       // We are now in the block of code called "main".            

int j;                  // Declaration: assign memory for an integer variable called j. 

j=3;                               // Assignment: j equals 7, and will remain so until we change it. 

printf("It is now %d:30PM", j);    // Print to stdout (the standard output).

return 0;           // Report success to the calling function.

}

Can you think of a better variable name than "j"?...

First command (code fragment) in C:

printf("Hello world!");                // Everything after "//" is a comment. 

                                       // printf sends its argument to standard output.

                                       // Every line must end with ";". 

printf("Hello %d students!\n", 20);    // In printf, "%d" is replaced by an integer.  

                                       // In printf, "\n" prints a new line. 

For help and manual on C commands such as printf:

man
GNU Library - http://www.gnu.org/software/libc/manual/pdf/libc.pdf
GNU C tutorial and manual - http://www.crasseux.com/books/ctutorial/
http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/
Wikipedia
Of course, many books and online intro's.

Compilation:   
Compile C online using OnlineGDB or ideone.com or codepad.org.•
To compile C on your Windows machine, use command line compilation; 
you may need to install Visual Studio first.

•

Unix and Linux usually have C installed•

Unix, Linux: "gcc test1.cc" produces "a.out"
Windows 7: "gcc test1.cc" produces "a.exe"

Careful: j=2 and j==2 are two different things!

documentation
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The above code didn't do much. How about

#include <stdio.h>         // Necessary: include standard input/output, for printf below.

int main(void) {                           // Standard syntax: we define a function called main. 

int j;                      // Declaration: assign memory for an integer variable called j. 

for (j=1;j<12;j=j+1) {                 // For loop: run j from 1 through 11.

printf("It is now %d:30PM\n", j);  // Print to stdout (the standard output).

printf("After an hour...");

}

return 0;               // Report success to the calling function.

}

Flowchart                   for loop                                     

In our case, 

First programming tips:  

Use reasonable documentation

Use sensible variable names 

Windows 7: "gcc test1.cc" produces "a.exe"
Windows 10: "cl test1.cc" produces "a.exe"

for (int j=1;j<12;j++) {                   

printf("It is now %d:30PM\n", j); 

printf("After an hour...");

}

for (int j=1;j<12;j++)                  

printf("It is now %d:30PM\n", j); 

printf("After an hour...");

What would happen without brackets?

More sophisticated usage (advanced):

for (infected=1, R0=0.0427; infected==1000 || (healthy>10000 && R0<1.5); R0/=1.0017, infect=Advance(R0,infected))                

...

Can a for statement lead to an infinite loop?
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What does the following code fragment do?

int n=4;

int result=1;

for (int m=1; m<n+1; m=m+1) 

result=result*m;

#include <stdio.h>          // Include standard input/output, for printf.

int main(void) {                            // Our main function

A working example in C:

Let's make the above legal in C:

int n=…

// This is a comment in C

// We assume n was already defined.

int result, m;            // Variable declarations: result and m are integers.

result=1;                 

for (m=1;m<=n; m=m+1) {   // "<=" means in C: "small or equal"

result=result*m;      // we can equivalently write "result*=m;"

}                         // A block is between {…} symbols.

OR shorter version:

int result=1;             // we need to specify that "result" is an integer

for (int m=2;m<=n; m++)   // notice the <= and ++ operators.

result*=m;            // "result*=m" is the same as "result=result*m".

t

n m result

Use clear indentation

Be precise:
two      2     II                2;       2.0      2.0;      ☺☺      два

Always test your code fragments

Divide and conquer 

Don't panic + resistance is futile.     (D. Adams)

cond
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#include <stdio.h>          // Include standard input/output, for printf.

int main(void) {                            // Our main function

int m,n=4;                  // For example, compute for n=4.

int result=1;                // This will be our result

for (m=2;m<=n; m++) result*=m;      // Can be multiline, but often is not.

printf("The result is %d\n", result);   // Print to stdout

return 0;                // Report success to the calling function.

}

if (boolean_expression) {

   /* statement(s) will execute if the boolean expression is true */

} else {

   /* statement(s) will execute if the boolean expression is false */

}

if (boolean_expression 1) {

   /* Block 1 */

} else if (boolean_expression 2) {

   /* Block 2 */

} else if(boolean_expression 3) {

   /* Block 3 */

} else {

   /* Block 4 */

}

The if statement: decision making

Note: some compilers (e.g. ideone) will allow local variable definition [for(int m=2;…]
While other compilers (e.g. codepad) will not.

optional

optional
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Flowcharts can be converted to code and vice versa:

switch (expression)
{

    case constant1:

      // statements

      break;

    case constant2:

      // statements

      break;

    .

    .

    .

    default:

      // default statements

}

e.g. code2flow
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And can be used for a wide range of other purposes:

Is it possible to implement •

using if and for?

while(condition) {
   statement(s);
}

for (int j=1;j<2;j++) {
   ?????
    statement(s);
   ?????
}

e.g. code2flow
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Is it possible to implement •

using if and for? Yes:

while(condition) {
   statement(s);
}

for (int j=1;j<2;j++) {
   if (condition) {
      statement(s);
       j=0;
   }
}
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Brownian motion:

Are pollen          in water alive?!

Lucretius: De rerum natura
…
Hither and thither in all directions round.
Lo, all their shifting movement is of old,
From the primeval atoms; for the same
Primordial seeds of things first move of self,
And then those bodies built of unions small
And nearest, as it were, unto the powers
Of the primeval atoms, are stirred up
By impulse of those atoms' unseen blows, …
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Random walk and diffusion:

Say we have a random process, in which a particle takes a series of random steps.

Each step is in a random direction, but there is a characteristic size:     
    

    

We want to know the distance after N steps:              .

  

  
         

Each step is in a random direction, but there is a characteristic size:     
    

       
 

We want to know the distance after N steps:              .
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We want to know the distance after N steps:              .
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Bit = Binary digit = either 1 (on) or 0 (off)

So: computers work in base 2, not base 10

(Quantum computers: also superposition of 1 and 0.)

Representation of variables:

unsigned char  

128    64      32      16       8        4         2        1

0        0        0        0        0        0         0        00

Type                               value                                          byte structure

0        0        0        0        0        0         0        11

0        0        0        0        0        0         1        02

0       0         0        0        0        0         1        13

1        1        1        1        1        1        1         1?

Recall base 10:   

Now switch to binary: base 2.

107     106    105     104     103    102     101     100

So what is the meaning of, say

0        0        0        0        7        0         1        9

0..9

0..1

To avoid confusion, we will call this (7019)10

(unsigned) char

(unsigned) short

(unsigned) int

(unsigned) long (for 64 bit machines)

Variables and their representation3.

Byte = 8 bits

Work in units of 2n bytes, so 8, 16, 32, 64, … bits.

What if we wish to add +1, namely add +         
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signed char  
0        0        0        0        0        0         0        00

  sb     64s     32s     16s    8s      4s       2s      1s

sign=(-1)sb(for sign-magnitude method)

1        0        1        0        1        0        1         0?

Smallest unsigned char:

Largest unsigned char:

Smallest signed char:

Largest signed char (sign-magnitude):

Two's complement:       00000000 = +(           )
01111111 = +(           )
10000000 = - (           )

Bit operations:

How do we multiply a binary number by 2?

For example,  what is  (00010000)2?

what is (00001111)2?

unsigned char precision: 

unsigned char range:

char precision: 

char range: 

How to write the binary of a number, say 14? 128    64      32      16       8        4         2        1

128    64      32      16       8        4         2        1

Another method:     take unsigned char and subtract 127

Let's add +5:

We will distinguish between precision     of a number  

                                             and fractional precision        

fractional precision:
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By 4?

0      1

0

1

&

0      1

0

1

|

0      1

0

1

^

Bender 0101100101
Diego Andrés Gil Rincón

128    64      32      16       8        4         2        1
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As we represent variables using a finite number of bits, we have limits on:

The precision of the number it represents •

The minimal and maximal such numbers •

Chars and integers have unit precision.

A (short) integer has 2 bytes. 

What is the range of an unsigned integer (type unsigned int)? 

A long integer has 4 bytes. 

What is the range of an unsigned long integer (type long unsigned int)? 

Consider:

If a variable exceeds the maximal value it can obtain:  overflow

If a variable drops below the minimal value it can obtain:  underflow

If a variable is assigned an impossible value (say, infinity), it may become:  NaN

(Careful: in python the default float has 8 bytes, and int can have very many bytes)
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The error due to rounding up to last significant digits is known as roundoff error. Beware its dangers!

#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>             // library with mathematical functions.

int main()

{

    char destroyed=0;

    double x;

    

    x = 1.0/7.0;     

if (x+x+5.0*x<1.0) {

    destroyed=1;

printf("Self destruct 1!\n");

}

    x = sqrt(2.0);     // sqrt computes the square root. It requires <math.h>

if (x*x>2.0) {

    destroyed=1;

printf("Self destruct 2!\n");

}

x=1.0+1.1e-16;

if (x==1.0) {

destroyed=1;

printf("Self destruct 3!\n");

}

if (destroyed==1) 

    return(1);              // return: failure.

    printf("All is well.");

return 0;                // return: success.

}

For example:

float x=344.25392343453453675674523536457567;     // Note: all digits after "9" will be junk

printf("This is a float number: %f, and here it is in scientific form: %e\n", x, x);

printf("Adding digits won't help here, e.g. %.30f and %.30e\n", x, x);

Output:

1991 - Due to roundoff errors, Patriot missile 
failed to intercept a Scud that killed 28 soldiers.
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Can roundoff errors be avoided?

Not with finite precision. But it can be controlled.

printf("Adding digits won't help here, e.g. %.30f and %.30e\n", x, x);

Output:

This is a float number: 344.253937, and here it is in scientific form: 3.442539e+02

Adding digits won't help here, e.g. 344.2539367675781250000000000 and 3.4425393676757812500000000e+02

We will distinguish between precision     of a number  

                                             and fractional precision        
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Float (32 bit) representation:    (specifically, IEEE754)

exponent mantissa

mantissa (23 bits denoted a):

What is the precision (fractional error) of the float? 

What is the range of the number (largest, smallest, largest positive)?

What is the number in the following example?

So the full number is

The exponent is taken roughly as an unsigned char (in a special representation, below) minus 127

In practice, 00000000 and 11111111 are reserved for special numbers, so the true range is

Float representation:

We want something analogous to       , where a and b are irrational numbers.

Roughly speaking:

[1,254] - 127 = [-126, +127]
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Precision:

Range:

(actually         )

(actually          )

Largest: 

Smallest:     same but negative.

Smallest positive:

Note: there are special representations for +0 and -0.
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Number in example:

This number can be precisely represented by the computer, with no roundoff.

Such number are called machine numbers.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

int main(void) {

float x;

x=5.0/32.0;

printf("32*5/32=%.9f\n", 32.0*x); 

x=5.0/31.0;

printf("31*5/31=%.9f\n", 31.0*x); 

x=5.0/33.0;

printf("33*5/33=%.9f=%.9f=%.9f\n", 33.0*x, 33.0*5.0/33.0, 33.0*(5.0/33.0)); 

return 0;

}

Note: there are special representations for +0 and -0.
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There are packages (default in Mathematica) for increased and infinite precision.•

Complex arithmetic is available in Python and Mathematica, but not in native C.•

The Numerical recipes package introduces complex variables to C. •

How expensive is a computation?•

Computational cost: ab is more expensive than a*b is more expensive than a+b.•

Comments:

128    64      32      16       8        4         2        1

0        0        1        1        1        0         0       1

How can we quickly multiply or divide an unsigned char or int by 2?•

number of core cycles
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OR              0            1

0

1
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And           0            1

0

1

XOR            0            1

0

1
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Accuracy and precision4.

Precision (    ):                        A measure of the statistical (random) variability:     or       .
For example: roundoff errors.
Machine specific.

Accuracy (trueness,       ):    A measure of the systematic bias; a deviation from the true value.
  For example: instabilities.
  Not machine specific.

Other sources of error (other than statistical and systematic biases):

overflow
underflow
type conversion errors
other bugs (syntax, arithmetic, control flow, concurrency, interfacing, resourcing, teamwork)

Evolution of precision:

Say a variable represents a number with some roundoff error ε. 
After N arithmetic operations, what would be the precision of the variable?

Consider for example              
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Strictly speaking about loss of precision:

For addition and subtraction, what matters is the roundoff error 

For multiplication and division, what matters is the normalized error 
Notice that this is sensitive to changes in both      and  
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